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Weddell seals (Leptonychotes weddelli) have a circumpolar dis-
tribution in the fast ice of Antarctica. The fast ice is attached
to the land so breathing holes through it remain fixed in lo-
cation both absolutely and relative to any permanent ice fea-
tures. The seals' ability to swim over distances of several
kilometers and to depths of 600 meters under this ice cover
has been known for some time (Kooyman 1981). Exactly how
they are able to find breathing holes through the ice and the
patterns of their under-ice movements have not been studied
extensively. We studied:
• the movements of males and females near a natural tidal

crack;
• the importance of vision and audition in locating breathing

holes at an experimental site that was new to the animals;
and

• the response of a male to the playback of territorial vocali-
zations of a conspecific.
We also outfitted one seal with a video camera and recorder

so we could correlate sub-ice features with the tracked move-
ments of the seal.

We set up two field camps on sea ice within 10 kilometers
of McMurdo Station. One was along a natural tidal crack and
the second was 4 kilometers from the tidal crack in an area
where the only breathing holes were ones we had provided
and to which we could control the seals' access. At each site,
we set out an array of hydrophones in a diamond pattern with
a long axis of 1 kilometer. The seals were tracked by deter-
mining the time difference of arrival at the hydrophones of 65
kilohertz signals from small acoustic transmitters temporarily
attached to the seals for the duration of the experiment. Trans-
mitter signals were modulated to indicate depth. The track of
the seal could be viewed in real time on a computer at the
experimental site or the data could be sent by radio telephone
to McMurdo Station for real-time viewing on a computer in
the biology laboratory.

Along the tidal crack we instrumented two male and three
female seals. The females spent most of their time on long
looping dives away from the crack going to depths of 300 to
400 meters, indicative of feeding dives (figure 1). In contrast,
the males usually left the crack only once or twice a day for
an extended dive (figure 2). The precision with which the
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Figure 1. Typical dive patterns of a female Weddell seal along a
tidal crack. The squares indicate locations of hydrophones inserted
in the crack. When the animal was in the crack, we did not receive
signals from the acoustic transmitters. This figure shows an entire
day's tracking. These dives were often to depths of 300 to 400
meters and reflect feeding dives.

territorial male stopped at the boundaries of his territory is
clearly shown. Except for the occasional long dive, the re-
mainder of the dives were shallow dives, usually less than 50
meters. This tracking has allowed us to observe for the first
time the rigidness of the territorial boundaries along a tidal
crack which appear to be almost as precise as those of land-
based territorial pinnipeds such as northern fur seals (Callor-
hinus ursinus, Peterson 1968).

At the isolated holes, we were able to conduct more con-
trolled experiments. First, we showed that, like their ringed
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Figure 2. Typical dive patterns of a male Weddell seal along a tidal
crack. The clear bar in the center of the dot pattern aligns with the
crack itself. The squares indicate locations of hydrophones in-
serted in the crack. One of the hydrophone locations is almost
totally obscured by the dive points. When the animal was in the
crack, we did not receive signals from the acoustic transmitters.
This figure shows an entire day's tracking. The precision with which
the male stopped at the boundaries of his territory is clearly shown.
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seal (Phoca hispida) counterparts in the arctic, Weddell seals
rely primarily on vision to locate breathing holes. On voluntary
excursions, they found holes located 100, 200, and 400 meters
from the entry hole but failed to locate a hole 800 meters from
the entry hole. Blindfolded seals could be attracted to an un-
familiar hole by providing an acoustic cue. As with the ringed
seals, the cue we used was the easily localizable cue produced
by tapping a metal rod on the ice. Although this cue was
effective, it was not responded to as readily by blindfolded
Weddell seals as it had been by blindfolded ringed seals. Figure
3 shows the track of a blindfolded Weddell seal introduced
into hole 5 with the acoustic cue being presented at hole 3. In
one experiment, an animal with no sensory restrictions ap-
parently used the acoustic cue provided by vocalizations of
other seals at the tidal crack 4 kilometers away to escape from
the isolated site. This female demonstrated the acoustic rang-
ing behavior we had seen previously in ringed seals. Instead
of swimming directly toward the tidal crack, she first swam
approximately at a right angle to the direction to the sound
source before turning toward the distant acoustic cue. By
swimming at an angle to the direction of the sound and noting
how rapidly the angle to the sound source changed, the seal
could presumably determine how far it was to the distant
sound source. Ths seal was located the following day at the
tidal crack.

We also placed a video camera and recorder on the back of
one seal. The camera was much less sensitive than the seal's
visual system so when the camera first detected a hole from
50 to 100 meters away, the seal was already swimming on a
straight line toward it. Even with its reduced sensitivity, the
camera was effective in showing that the seal was attracted to
patches of light where surface snow cover was less and that
in those patches the seal fed on Pagothenia borchgrevinki by
backlighting the prey that were often located in platelet ice.

In another experiment, recorded Weddell seal trill vocali-
zations were played back at a hole a tagged young male seal
had been using regularly. During the entire time of the play-
back, the animal did not enter the hole, although he did come
close to the hole and swam in tight circles near it. The animal
swam close enough to the hole to see that there was no visible
male guarding the hole. Nevertheless, the seal did not enter
the hole during the playback.

We were able to track Weddell seals in real time as they
swam under the ice. The sensory hierarchy used in finding
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Figure 3. The track of a blindfolded Weddell seal introduced into
hole 5 with the acoustic cue being presented at hole 3. The solid
squares are the positions of the hydrophones. The duration of this
dive was 10 minutes, 22 seconds.

new breathing holes in the ice is the same as that employed
by ringed seals with vision being most important and used
whenever possible and audition being used when vision is
unavailable. Distances to distant acoustic stimuli appeared to
be determined by ranging prior to swimming toward the stim-
uli. The under-ice tracking system can be used in detailed
investigations of many aspects of seal ecology and behavior.
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